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12 MHz Arbitrary/
Function Generator
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User Defined Wave Shapes
12 Bit Amplitude Resolution
Up to 8K Horizontal Points
267 ns to 267s Clock Speed
GPIB (IEEE-488) Standard

Compact and Versatile
Model 275 Programmable Arbitrary/
Function Generator is a light-weight, half-rack
instrument for bench or ATE use. The 275 can
generate precise sine, triangle, square and userdefined arbitrary waveforms from 0 .01 to 10
Vp-p, and dc offsets within a-5 to +5V range
into 50Q . Waveforms can be continuous,
gated, triggered or burst . Eleven useful modes
include arbitrary waveform hold and
ramp-to-start .
User Defined Waveforms
Any regular or irregular waveform may be
easily entered into nonvolatile memory with
the front panel keyboard or via GPIB . The autoline feature greatly simplifies entry of
waveforms consisting of straight line segments.
Enter the line segment end points and program
the auto-line command, and the internal
microprocessor will automatically compute
and store the data values for the remainder of
the line segment .

12 Bit Amplitude Resolution
In the ARB modes, 12 bits of amplitude
resolution provide unparalleled waveform
resolution . Waveforms maybe stored in full
or partial blocks of 2 to 8,192 horizontal
points . Clock speeds from 267 ns to 267
seconds per point provide waveform periods
as long as 25 days .
Ease of Programming
The GPIB entry sequence is identical to front
panel entry and the ASCII character for GPIB
programming appears on most keys on the
front panel . This makes it easy to transfer a
manual setup to a controller program or vice
versa . To help the operator even more, "command recall" can display up to 40 previous
characters entered either at the front panel or
by the GPIB . The 275 also features free-format
numeric entry, parameter independence until
a final execute command, and front panel GPIB
address selection (which can, however, he
locked out for security) .

Protected Outputs
Model 275 outputs are protected against short
circuits and external voltages between ±15V .
The main output is further protected against
voltage inputs of up to 140 Vac or ±200 Vdc .
If a voltage greater than ±l 5V is applied to the
main output, the 275 generates an audible
alarm, a front panel error message, and a GPIB
service request .
ARB Applications
Medical. Production and R&D applications for
the 275 include testing of pacemakers and
other medical equipment and simulation of
heartbeats, nerve responses, and EEG brainwave patterns. The high resolution of the 275
along with the ability to vary the time between
waveforms make it particularly useful in these
applications.

ARBITRARY GENERATORS

Heartbeat Simulation

Doppler. Doppler applications include underwater sound (sonar), radar lFstrips, and ultrasound (used in mechanical defect testing and
medical testing), The ability oft he 275 to vary
time between waveforms (using the triggerand-hold-on-breakpoint mode and internal
triggering) with the cursor makes it ideal for
these kinds of applications .

Computer Disc. Computer peripherals such
as disc drives and high speed printers require
complex mechanical/electrical interfaces to
insure proper alignments for proper data
transfer . Disc drive manufacturers are using
a modulated magnetic pickup technique to
locate certain sync points on the spinning disc
platter . The ARB simulates the spinning disc
by providing the necessary sync waveforms to
the pickup amplifiers . Flexibility of the ARB
permits precise timing of waveforms through
external triggering, as well as full level control
and waveform switching . In the past, initial
tune-up of these pickup amplifiers was hazardous, since an actual disc spinning at full speed
was required for this precision work .
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Triggered ARB with Hold and Triggered Rampto-Start
Triggered ARB with Hold and Triggered
Reset : One cycle of ARB waveform is initiated
on first trigger input . Second trigger causes ARB
to hold . Third trigger causes immediate reset to
start . If stop address is reached before second
trigger, then stop address causes hold and next
trigger causes reset .
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Typical Disc Sync waveform
Triggered ARB with Hold and Triggered Reset

Simulated Doppler Signals
Material Testing . Material testing is a traditional application for ARB geneators . Rampto-start, hold-on-trigger, panel lockout, and
ARB monitor features make the 275 more
useful than previous ARB's for this application .

WAVEFORMS (FUNCTIONS)
Programmable sine, triangle, square, square
comp, DC, external width, arbitrary and filtered
arbitrary .
Sine Distortion (THD at 5 Vp-p) : <0 .5%
10 mHz to 99.9 kHz . No harmonics above
-10 dBc 100 kHz to 999 kHz, -30 dBc l MHz
to 12 MHz .
Time Symmetry : ±1 % ±8 us .
Square Transition Time. < I S ns.
Square Overshoot: <4 % at full amplitude .
Triangle Linearity : 99% to 100 kHz.

OPERATIONAL MODES (FOR ALL
FUNCTIONS INCLUDING ARB)

Typical Material Testing Waveform
Electromechanical Switching . Simulation
of switcher motors, solenoids and relays
require special waveforms which simulate contact bounce . The Model 275 has been used to
generate these special types of waveforms .

Continuous ; Output continuous at programmed
frequency.
Triggered : Output quiescent until triggered by
internal or external signal, GPIB trigger or
manual trigger, then generates one cycle at programmed frequency or clock rate .
Gated: As triggered mode except output is continuous for duration of gale signal . Last cycle
started is completed .
Burst : As triggered mode for programmed number
of cycles .
Count Range : 1 to 1,018,200 .
Burst Rate ; 12 MHz maximum .

OPERATIONAL MODES (ARB ONLY)
Triggered ARB with Ramp-to-Start : One cycle
of ARB waveform is initiated on first trigger input .
Second trigger (at TRIG IN or ARB RTS/HOLD
IN) causes ARB output to slowly ramp to start
address of ARB waveform . If return-to-start (RTS)
trigger is not received before stop address is
reached, RTS is initiated at stop address .
Contact Bounce Simulation

Single Step : Same as Continuous mode except
when Arbitrary function is selected, ARB clock
rate is replaced by trigger input so that ARB clock
can be supplied externally or with function
generator .
Examine : When Arbitrary function is selected,
output will be voltage (data value) present at
address specified on address program . This
allows ARB waveform to be examined one point
at a time by specifying address of desired point .
Triggered ARB with Hold on Breakpoint: ARB
waveform is initiated upon trigger input and held
at programmed breakpoints . Each successive
trigger then causes the instrument to advance
to the next breakpoint . Start and stop addresses
are ignored in this mode after the first trigger .
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Triggered ARB with Hold on Break Point
FREQUENCY
Range: 10 mHz to 12 MHz for sine, triangle, square,
square complement . >15 kHz for external width,
ARB range dependent upon clock rate and block
size. Clock rate 267 ns to 267s .
Block Size : 2 to 2018 points (to 8192 points
optional).
Resolution : 3 digits .
Accuracy : ±2% for non-ARB modes . ±0.2% for
ARB modes .
Repeatability (24 hr) :±l % for non-ARB modes,
0 .01 % for ARB modes .
.litter: S0. I% ±100 ps .

